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Click here to start downloading No waiting time for you! Download immediately. 0 sec Towelroot App (APK) is a small one-click root app that allows you to root Android devices in a Single Touch (supports android 2.2 for android 4.4). Here on this page, we've been able to share the latest
version of the Towelroot App along with previous versions. Android App: Towelroot allows you to root android devices without the need of the Computer. Download and install Towelroot &gt; Launch the app &gt; Tap the Make it Ra1n button to stay rooted (follow the guide). If the device
reboots after recording the Make it Ra1n button, it means that the device is not supported. Small Size: Unlike its rivals, Towelroot comes as a small app and makes it done. You may need to install the SuperSU app in the Play Store if the SuperSU app is not installed after rooting with
Towelroot. Potential Root App: Towelroot is one of the most powerful root apps that can even root AT&amp;T and Verizon devices (not beyond Android KitKat). It can root all android devices released before June 2014. Works without an Internet connection: Unlike other one-click root apps,
Towelroot doesn't require you to have an active internet connection to create Android devices. Towelroot is compatible and supports Android devices running between Android 2.2 and Android 4.4. If you're looking for the latest version of Towelroot, use the following links to get it on your
computer: v1: Towelroot_v1.apk v2: Towelroot_v2.apk v3: Towelroot_v3.apk - Latest Readings Once: [*] How to use: If you want to learn how to use Towelroot to root Android Devices, go to How to use the Towelroot App page. [*] Support up to Android Kitkat: Towelroot is able to root
Android devices running between Android 2.2 and Android 4.4 in a Single Touch. It does not support Android 5.0 and beyond. [*] Towelroot is discontinued: Towelroot is now officially discontinued by the developer (Geohot), which means it will not receive any further updates in the future. [*]
Alternative apps: There are several one-click root apps available, including the Kingroot App, Framaroot App, iRoot App, RootGenius App, and 360 Root App. [*] Credits: Towelroot is created and distributed by Geohot (Xda Developer). So the full credit goes to him for sharing the app for
free. Thousand Geohot has released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official
website, or from the Xda. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. 3. the tr.apk, beat make it rain.
4. Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! :good: NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 1. After twisting, I can't do a full encryption of the device. (if you uproot it works properly) Workaround for nr editing. 1: Do a full unroot, reboot, make sure you have
TowelRoot installed, but don't root yet, encrypt the phone, do a reboot, start TowelRoot, root, and you're ready to go. To decrypt your phone, you will need to uproot, then restart and proceed with the decryption process. 2. In official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-
1168347[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results in System Status: Custom correction possible for nr issue. 2: Type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe 3 Cache. Looks like TowelRoot doesn't
work on n9000. SOURCE IS HERE Last edition: Jun 29, 2014 Reactions: Dustyrox72, CHEF-KOCH, girlsetsifre and 6 other Good work, even though I did it via Odin. It said it was rooted, and titanium said it needed to be rooted. The root scan application said it was rooted. I wanted to make
sure... So, Odin. Sent from mi SM-N9005 via Tapatalk Hi. Geohot has released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty
should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from the XDA segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm on the official 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. Run the
.apk, beat make it rain. 4. Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! I bet it shows modified device and no ota update for you anymore. Am I right or what? I bet it shows modified device and no ota update for you anymore. Am I right or what? No,
it does not show modified device. And the updates should work just fine. He says it's okay in kies too. I posted in attachments a photo of downloader mode after root as well. Everything remained intact. Last edit: Jun 21, 2014 Good job, even though I did it via Odin. It said it was rooted, and
titanium said it needed to be rooted. The root scan application said it was rooted. I wanted to make sure... So, Odin. Sent from mi SM-N9005 through Tapatalk For me works without problems. I also set up the storage in write mode and managed to system files. What root did you use with
odin? Did he trip KNOX or mess with the boot loader? What did rom use you about? yes unlock For me works without problems. I also set up the storage in write mode and managed to modify system files. What root did you use with odin? He tripped KNOX or he messed with boot-loader?
What did rom use you about? Hi im wanting to do this unlock my british voxafone galaxy note 3 n9005 for different uze yes. I can twist my phone with this towel root and then use the far away region and it does unlock my handset. And then I can uproot and the phone will still be yes
unlocked thanks in advance just to check the tr.apk link is just link from strange sources , does anyone have the apk file ? must donate on the official website to get it? Hi. Geohot has released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a
button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from the XDA segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1
3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. Run the .apk, beat make it rain. 4. Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! Cool!! Good guide. Works for
me with this core. In the list a simple root to rework my root applications. Question? I am able to receive more official update even through kies or ota? Στάλάάηκε από το SM-N9005 μου χρησιμοποιưντας Tapatalk just to check the tr.apk link is just link from strange sources , does anyone
have the file apk ? must donate on the official website to get it? The apk is a free download. You have the links to the official website in the first post. On the official page, click on the lambda sign to download the apk. I also fornenciei a direct download link @ step 1. Reactions: Aimara Hi im
wanting to yes unlock my british voxafone galaxy note 3 n9005 for different uze yes. I can twist my phone with this towel root and then use the far away region and it does unlock my handset. And then I can uproot and the handset will still be unlocked thank you in advance You should be
able to root, however I can not tell if you will be able to rather unlock your note. As far as I know, region blocking and blocking yes are two distinct forms of blocking. What this means for you is that if your note is locked, twisting and using region lock will work. However, if your phone is
locked yes, the lock region can't help you unlock it. (root should still work). Cool!! Good guide. Works for me with this core. In the list a simple root to rework my root applications. Question? I am able to receive more official update even through kies or ota? Στάλάάηκε από το SM-N9005 μου
χρησιμοποιưντας Tapatalk your kernel or rom for this matter, you should receive all air updates, even in kies. So if you are on the official ROM and you simply use TowelRoot, you will get the OTA udates. To receive OTA updates, Samsung must live your phone phone Untouched. Simply
twisting through TowelRoot will not affect you. You can enter downloader mode (keep the volume down + home button on) and as long as it lists the system status: Official and current binary: official, you can use ota updates. Last edit: Jun 22, 2014 I am with official rom with a simple root
with TowelRoot. Thank you! Στάλάφηκε από το SM-N9005 μου χρησιμοποιưντας Tapatalk Can anyone confirm whether the encryption of the device can still be used after the root ? For my device, after the root, full device encryption does not work. I just tried. LE: After doing a full design,
the encryption of the device began. (I'll restart, create and try again. If it works, I'll update the segment.) Okay, so I solved the problem by uninstalling my device, installing TowelRoot but not twisting, encrypting my phone, and after encryption is complete, I just used TowelRoot to root.
Everything seems to work just fine. Last edit: Jun 22, 2014 Reactions: nlatifolia Page 2 Used towel root yesterday and it worked like a breeze. I'm going to stumble on Knox if I install CWM, you know? Thank you. Sent from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app From the
nature of the vulnerability used by TowelRoot to get root, I'm sure it would work. Worst-case scenario, it doesn't work. However, I did not see the one used on the N9000. 1) Is there any scenario in which this root method stumbling on KNOX? 2) Can you upgrade the Android version to the
latest one after twisting your device? (i.e. Note 3 will soon receive update 4.4.3 or something) Sorry for a stupid question, just a new guy in these things. 1) Is there any scenario in which this root method stumbling on KNOX? 2) Can you upgrade the Android version to the latest one after
twisting your device? (i.e. Note 3 will soon receive update 4.4.3 or something) Sorry for a stupid question, just a new guy in these things. To answer your first question: I rooted my phone and my n9005 friends and none of them had KNOX tripped. (7 in number, 8 with mine) Also from what I
read on other forums/topics, no KNOX travel used reported up to this point in time. (even Geohot - the creator of the root - says it's safe so far, as no one reported stumbled over KNOX after root, but like anything root-related, you take risks when you do that) As for the second question: if
Samsung identifies the vulnerability, the root will probably be lost. It also depends on the type of update, whether it cleans the system or patches it. Probably the root will be lost. Maybe a new vulnerability will be found (or fond of it and just not released, and it won't be fixed in the update),
and so we can cheer again, who knows. (all right don't do the update when it comes out, and just wait for other people to tell you if the root is lost or not during the upgrade. This is the best course of action, as you can decide whether you want the upgrade or or later.) I know the feeling. Still
root is better than nothing ^_^ I know... but this is the only Android device (I have six. 2 tables 3 phones and a tv stick) that is not running on a custom rom. The other devices are simple to uproot and don't have that stupid knox. Mayby I have to stop caring about not tripping over Knox and
just doing it. .. Sent from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app, yes, I know... but this is the only Android device (I have six. 2 tables 3 phones and a tv stick) that is not running on a custom rom. The other devices are simple to uproot and don't have that stupid knox. Mayby I
have to stop caring about not tripping over Knox and just doing it. .. Sent from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app well I noticed you're from Rotterdam, so since you're in the EU, technically speaking, SAMSUNG is required to provide you warranty for 2 years for the
HARDWARE, so as long as you don't block it when you flash it, they are required by the EU directive 1999/44/CE to repair it, or change it, or give you your money back you can google/read about the laws, and if you feel ok then I don't see any problem with knoxulação. After all, for me it is
more of a business feature... (or good resource if you value security) As for actually damaging the phone via software, in general if you know what you're doing, you're safe. Just note that the law refers to hardware. So if something wasn't done to specify or was factory damaged, even if it
worked, for 2 years the company should make sure that all hardware remains in specification. You lose the WARRANTY if you do damage that is attributable to you. That's why if you lock it and send it to THE WARRANTY they charge and do not repair under warranty. To be honest, I treat
KNOX like a girl treats her virginity Last edited edition: Jun 22, 2014 Reactions: C.E.O Hi, towelRoot worked for me. Now I did HardReset, and I still have Root, but the system status is customized (Knox is 0x0). How can I recover the status of the Official System? Relationship! H. Hi,
towelRoot worked for me. Now I did HardReset, and I still have Root, but the system status is customized (Knox is 0x0). How can I recover the status of the Official System? Relationship! H. Your system status should have remained official. It was official before using TowelRoot What did
you do after you got root? To uproot, simply install the Chainfire SU in the playstore and in the settings you have the option to uproot. To answer your second question, one way to recover your system for official, is to show an official ROM to your phone. Make sure it's an official version.
(you can browse through a lot of official ROMS in sammobile.com, get one that has the same CSC as your phone. You will need to flash it via ODIN however) Last edited edition: Jun 22, 2014 i rooted my n9005 with this tool and my phone has custom status and no update. Well, that's no
part of my business. the problem is that rooting rooting miracast (or allsharecast, screen mirror, whatever...) and shared video in group game. Is there any way to solve these problems? I don't mind having a custom status or sh*t knox stumbled I rooted my n9005 with this tool and my phone
has custom status and no update. Well, that's no part of my business. the problem is that the root disables miracast (or allsharecast, screen mirror, whatever...) and group game video sharing. Is there any way to solve these problems? I do not mind having a custom status or sh*t knox
stumbled Can you please tell me what version of android you are running and the kernel number / date? PS: Also note that if you have a custom system status, it means something messed with your system binaries, or kernel. Last edited: Jun 22, 2014 KK 4.4.2 official n9005xxuend3 kernel
[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014 By the way, thank you EDITED: Watch the next post before trying this. Hmm, I suggest trying to install another official RON, via odin, and then twist. Once you have an XX (multi-css) ROM, and I assume your phone is from holland, you
might try to show the ROM I'm on (link here) or another ROM unlocked from any of the countries Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Romania, Italy, Spain, UK. The outlet here is for the ROM to have multi CSC, so you don't lose your sales codes. This is the link to your current,
untouched ROM: LE: If you decide to try this, please go back and post your results. That should get him back to official status. Please note that this will clean your device. Also, you can try doing a factory reset, and see if you get rid of the custom status. Last edit: Jun 22, 2014 TRY THIS:
Hmm, I would suggest trying to install another official RON, via odin, and then twist. Once you have an XX (multi-css) ROM, and I assume your phone is from holland, you might try to show the ROM I'm on (link here) or another ROM unlocked from any of the countries Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Hungary, Romania, Italy, Spain, UK. The outlet here is for the ROM to have multi CSC, so you don't lose your sales codes. This is the link to your current, untouched ROM: LE: If you decide to try this, please go back and post your results. That should get him back to
official status. Please note that this will clean your device. Also, you can try doing a factory reset, and see if you get rid of the custom status. Before doing anything else, type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the + home) and do a cache cleanup. See if this resolves
Custom status. Please answer here if that happens. Thank you! Last edit: Jun 22, 2014 Hi, towelRoot worked for me. Now I did HardReset, HardReset, still has Root, but system status is Custom (Knox is 0x0). How can I recover the status of the Official System? Relationship! H. You can try
inserting BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turning on while pressing the volume + home) and do a cache cleanup. See if this resolves Custom status. Please answer here if that happens. Thank you! Hey guys, towelroot worked for me too, but I have some questions about root applications that



can possibly turn firmware status into CUSTOM. I've jamd most of Samsung's system apps, but now I want to turn Google Maps into an App System so I can green them. So far nothing has changed, my device still shows official as well as knox 0 (Greenifynon-pro, TiBu Freezes, Adaway,
Xposed Wanam) But I fear that deleting a System app (converting it into a Fro Greenify User App) will stumble across firmware status or even knox?. (I want to do this with dropbox and google music etc. too) Has anyone tried this successfully? Page 3 worked perfectly :laugh: thanks Hi
Again! I didn't do anything, but now the status is Official Evverything is OK. H. Hi, towelRoot worked for me. Now I did HardReset, and I still have Root, but the system status is customized (Knox is 0x0). How can I recover the status of the Official System? Relationship! H. Hi, my N9005 is
rooted in 4.3 currently, am I able to flash directly to 4.4.2 and root without stumbling Knox? Thank you. As long as you upgrade to a ROM built before June 3, 2014, yes. My current rom is version: Android 4.3 N9005XXUBMJ1 And the version I'm going to is: Version: Android 4.4.2
Changelist: 1703205 Building date: Have, May 20, 2014 11:34:14 +0000 Product code: XSP PDA: N9005DXUENE4 CSC: N9005OLCENE5 MODEM: N9005DXUENE3 So it will not stumble right? My current rom is version: Android 4.3 N9005XXUBMJ1 And the version I'm going to is:
Version: Android 4.4.2 Changelist: 1703205 Building date: Have, May 20, 2014 11:34:14 +0000 Product code: XSP PDA: N9005DXUENE4 CSC: N9005OLCENE5 MODEM: N9005DXUENE3 So it will not stumble right? I can't confirm that towelroot works on that ROM, as it's one I've never
pised. Also that rom seems to have different CSC from your current ROM. Where did you get your ticket? Because the XX is usually a marker for europe unlocked. Also what CSC do you have? PS: you can try and ask here, maybe someone showed that ROM, and can confirm that
TowelRoot works. LATE EDITION: A friend flashed the N9005DXUENE4, and TowelRoot, worked great. Last edit: Jun 23, 2014 You can try insertboot-loader (from shutdown, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe Cache. See if this resolves Custom status. Please
answer here if that happens. Thank you! cache partition does not help. System Status - Custom After Searching for Installed Programs Discovered One. In my case, it was USSDDualWidget - root prog with its own service. After removing it status became official again. So, freezing system
applications, installing installing or TitaniumBackup does not affect the status of the System, but try searching with the effect of the application in your case. Reactions: TheMasterR Hey, I want to ask what is the best procedure to get root and get real on my phone. The current version is:
German / EU Note 3 Android-Version: Android 4.3 Base version: N9005XXUDMJ7 Kernel-Version: 3.4.0-2019540 [email protected] #1 Wed Oct 30 16:51:45 KST 2013 Buildnummer: JSS15J. N9005XXUDMJ7 SELinux-Status: SEPF_SM-N9005_4.3_0024 What is the best way to get to the
actual firmware and get root? Hey, I want to ask what is the best procedure to get root and get real on my phone. The current version is: German / EU Note 3 Android-Version: Android 4.3 Base version: N9005XXUDMJ7 Kernel-Version: 3.4.0-2019540 [email protected] #1 Wed Oct 30
16:51:45 KST 2013 Buildnummer: JSS15J. N9005XXUDMJ7 SELinux-Status: SEPF_SM-N9005_4.3_0024 What is the best way to get to the actual firmware and get root? You have two options: Just update from OTA updates (that's how I did it, and I was in xx too, so I'm sure you'll get the
same 4.4.2 I did, witch is easily rooted via TowelRoot) Odin Update. (I updated 3 phones with odin, and used the ROM posted here, said that, probably the best way is to use ota updates because when you use ODIN you always TAKE RISKS! ) This is the link to the latest official German
ROM - unbranded carrier. Last edit: Jun 23, 2014 Reactions: boyan.sharic What are the apps that need root and do not stumble on knox ? What are the apps I should download after the root? Sent from my SM-N9005 mobile app using xda premium 4 The answer is as varied as the people
on this forum. Each person will have a different reason to cheer. For me, it's so I can use TitaniumBackup and Root explorer. I've done a lot of other things, but I always start here. Terminal is usually next. Sent from my samsung-SM-N900A using the XDA Premium HD Reactions app:
amrsaon did not work an N9000 I used the apk to root my exynos version N9000. I used apk v2 that doesn't need reboot. but as soon as I clicked ''make it rain'' the device got stuck and was automatically restarted. and installed superSU and root scan. no luck. I did it twice. Sad! Reactions:
TheMasterR no one has reported this yet... Towelroot does not work on the Canadian version SM-N900W8 even though the ROM/Kernel was built well before June 3rd... was built on February 27. When I press the button Make it ra1n... it stays orange for a few seconds and my device is
automatically rebooting even though it's not supposed to do it with V2. Root checker after reboot says root is not available. Also, SuperSU says there is no su binary installed. I tried a few times the same results. And yes, I disabled the reactivation lock and application scan before trying it
out. Has anyone been able to work with an SM-N900W8? s4 I9500 no one reported this yet... The towel root does not in the Canadian version SM-N900W8 even though the ROM/Kernel was built well before June 3... was built on February 27. When I press the button Make it ra1n... it stays
orange for a few seconds and my device is automatically rebooting even though it's not supposed to do it with V2. Root checker after reboot says root is not available. Also, SuperSU says there is no su binary installed. I tried a few times with the same results. And yes, I disabled the
reactivation lock and application scan before trying it out. Has anyone been able to work with an SM-N900W8? I have the same problem. Samsung Galaxy S4 i9500. 4.4.2 I9500ubufna2 KERNEL 3.4.5-742022 Tue Feb 18 2014 Help! Successfully, my N9005 wihout stumbling knox. Capable
of Greenify, use Titanium and Xposed. Version 4.4.2 Base range: N9005XXUENC2 Kernel : 3.4..0-1168347 [email protected] SW DD 5623#21 Mon Apr 14 17:32:48 KS 2014 Build : KOT49HN9005XXUEND23root Towel Towelroot V.3 succes !!! Trip knox 0x0 Kernel:3.4.0-636608 PDA:
N9005XXUENB4 CSC: N9005OXXENB1 MODEM: N9005OXXENB1 DigiMobil Romania (Kitkat 4.4.2) Page 4 Anyone with problems with wi-fi or data connection? Mine's falling a lot. Sent from my rooted SM-N9005 using the XDA Free Towelroot V.3 mobile app !!! Trip knox 0x0
Kernel:3.4.0-636608 PDA: N9005XXUENB4 CSC: N9005OXXENB1 MODEM: N9005OXXENB1 DigiMobil Romania (Kitkat 4.4.2) Even here, but status is set to: Custom. Kernel:3.4.0-636608 PDA: N9005XXUENB4 CSC: N9005OXXENB1 MODEM: N9005OXXENB1 Portugal TPH (Kitkat
4.4.2) Even here, but status is set to: Custom. Kernel:3.4.0-636608 PDA: N9005XXUENB4 CSC: N9005OXXENB1 MODEM: N9005OXXENB1 Portugal TPH (Kitkat 4.4.2) you can get custom status because of some applications you are using... I also have the custom status... but after
uninstalling better battery stats, it went back to the original. I installed GSAM with the root mate (this essentially does the same thing that BBS does) and the status is still original ---------- Post added at 12:01 PM ---------- the previous post was at 11:59 ---------- 2. Turn off the relock and
security of the application. can we reo enable these options after creating roots or is it better to leave them out? you can get custom status because of some apps you are using... I also have the custom status... but after uninstalling better battery stats, it went back to the original. I installed
GSAM with the root mate (this essentially does the same thing that BBS does) and the status is still original It was the Wakelock Detector App. After uninstalling, the status changed to Official Thank you very much Zadigre! The same here, but the status is set to: Custom. Kernel:3.4.0-
636608 PDA: CSC: N9005OXXENB1 MODEM: N9005OXXENB1 Portugal TPH (Kitkat 4.4.2) My custom status went away after I upgraded to the latest SuperSU on the market and cleared the cache. Shipped from my SM-N9005 using Tapatalk So Galaxy Note 3 here at Verizon. From my
understanding Are you going to twist my phone without turning knox off? Also after rooted without detonating Knox, how do I undress and go stock in case I need to ship back to Samsung? So Galaxy Note 3 here at Verizon. From my understanding, the root of the towel will twist my phone
without detonating knox? Also after rooted without detonating Knox, how do I undress and go stock in case I need to ship back to Samsung? From the SuperSU settings, you select the unroot option. That's it, that's it. no one's reported it yet... Towelroot does not work on the Canadian
version SM-N900W8 even though the ROM/Kernel was built well before June 3rd... was built on February 27. When I press the button Make it ra1n... it stays orange for a few seconds and my device is automatically rebooting even though it's not supposed to do it with V2. Root checker after
reboot says root is not available. Also, SuperSU says there is no su binary installed. I tried a few times with the same results. And yes, I disabled the reactivation lock and application scan before trying it out. Has anyone been able to work with an SM-N900W8? Maybe we can get an update
to the Canadian version? Sorry for boring as you want to ask a question How does my N9005 have a firmware version like 4.4.2 N9005ZHUENF1, would be able to use TowelRoot to root and Knox is still 0x0 and the status is still Original? AP: N9005ZHUENF1 CP: N9005ZHUENF1 CSC:
N9005ZZHENF1 Does anyone know if applying the latest FW will uproot a device with ripped out of towels? Date of construction: Wed, 25 Jun 2014 12:42:11 +0000 Product code: XSP PDA: N9005DXUENF3 CSC: N9005OLCENF2 MODEM: N9005DXUENF1 Does anyone know if
applying the latest FW will uproot a device with towel erculating? Date of construction: Wed, 25 Jun 2014 12:42:11 +0000 Product code: XSP PDA: N9005DXUENF3 CSC: N9005OLCENF2 MODEM: N9005DXUENF1 Yes, the latest FW (NF3 OTA) will uproot a device with towel plucked,
and you can not use the towel root in NF3. stumbling knox hi. After twisting with the root of the towel, what actions cause knox to become 0x1? Can I delete bloatware and mess with Xposed, Titanium and system partition? So is it just the kernel and/or bootloader change that stumbles over
it? I suggest finding the files for the previous version before the update and flashing it with Odin, then redirecting through the root of the towel. And if the bootloader has been updated in the process, then knox won't let you downgrade. Last edit: Jun 30, 2014 Page 5 And if the bootloader
has been updated in the process, then knox won't let you demote. I thought a 4.4 boot loader would allow you to show an older 4.4 firmware. IIRC the modem cannot be but the firmware can...... extremely confused and I would like to take this opportunity to extend a huge FU a lot to
Samsung! It should be a problem, as the rom is before June 3. You can use Towelroot v3 with modstring (the new Samsung phone code). Uploaded from my SM-N9005 using Tapatalk Ok I downloaded the latest tr.apk installed installed clicked on the make it rain button and is said rooted
without the need to restart. So I open the SuperSU app and clicked on knox disabled and now it's still disabling KNOX for over 10 minutes. Any ideas? It works well. Knox 0x0, device status: official. SM-N9005 purchased from Saunalahti Oyj, Finland. ROM: N9005XXUENC2 Hello
TheMasterR, I have the same Note as you, can you tell me please if I'll root my device how can I remove the root after that? And a second question, if I'm going to install to exemple the Samsung S5 Touchwiz (apk), will knox stumble? Thank you! Last edit: Jul 3, 2014 I can uninstall the
towel root app after rooting success right? Also I can not install custom rom like x-note with this right? I can uninstall the towel root app after a successful rooting, right? Also I can not install custom rom like x-note with this right? Yes, you can uninstall it after twisting. I think you have to
check this on the X-Note wire. Shipped from my SM-N9005 using Tapatalk Yup, you can uninstall it after the root. I think you have to check this on the X-Note wire. Sent from my SM-N9005 using Tapatalk I found out that the bootloader is still locked using this method. Well, I'll just play with
the rooted phone first, maybe soon a new version will come out that can unlock the bootloader. Thank you! Hi. I just want to ask if I could still get the official status if I uproot my device (rooted by odin) and then install this. Thank you! Hi. I just want to ask if I could still get the official status if I
uproot my device (rooted by odin) and then install this. Thank you! It depends on the apps you're using... I'm rooted with towel root... And I have official status. But if I install better battery statistics, the status will be customized. If I remove this app and restart, it will return to the official. Sent
from my Galaxy Note 3 SM-N900W8 with Tapatalk Reactions: lubu63 Page 6 Success. It's so easy. Thank you very much. Hi Success there, Updated from BMJ3 4.3 (Spanish CSC) rooted with Kingo, to 4.4.2 ENE3 (Singapore's CSC from SamMobile) and rooted with Towelroot without any
problem. KNOX still 0x0! The memory hasn't even been erased, Big! Considerations, Last edition: Jul 10, 2014 Hi there, Updated from BMJ3 4.3 (Spanish CSC), rooted with Kingo to 4.4.2 ENE3 (Singapore CSC from SamMobile) and rooted with Towelroot without any problem. KNOX still
0x0! The memory hasn't even been erased, Big! Regarding, this works with the latest stock firmware right? Does it work for this version? N9005DXUENF1? Can I update my actions rooted rom OTA? Can I update my actions rooted rom OTA? Hi there, you probably can, but will lose
Regarding, ---------- Post added at 10:18 ---------- Previous Post was at 10:17 am ---------- Works for this version? N9005DXUENF1? Hi Segovia, works for all ROMs prior to June 3rd. Read on the towel website! Greetings, ---------- Post added at 10:21 am ---------- Previous Post was on AM ---
------- this works with the latest stock firmware right? Hi dodgebizkit, since if you trira a ROM before June 3. The last (NF4) are past this critical date. But there is another thread that states that upgrading to nF4 using MOP, keeps the ROM rooted. Memories, Last edition: Jul 10, 2014
Reactions: dodgebizkit If my nexus 5 is unlocked it will remove the BTW unlock is a factory unlock I'm not rooted Thanks in advance sent from my Nexus 5 using the xda free mobile app Hi guys, curiously it didn't work with the NB4 build that I recently flashed. after the flash I received an
OTA update for ND1 and towel rooted the device with knox 0x0. previously on MJ6 towel worked fine too. no problems with reflashes through odin and factory resets. the reflash will lose root and factory reset keeps it. Knox is zero. these are roms of Brazil Zto for those who may know.
Thank you very much. Sent from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app with no data for Docomo Galaxy Note (1), any way to log on? I read this topic (and others) and tried the toalharoot several times on my Galaxy Note (1), Japanese version docomo SC-05D, but it does not
work. Is there any way I can make a record of the towelroot operation, and would that be helpful in troubleshooting? Is there another way to root this phone without using an external PC? Model number SC-05D (Galaxy Note (1), Japanese version of docomo) Android version 4.1.2 Baseband
version SCO5DOMMSI Kernel version 3.0.31 - 1477846-user [email protected] #1 SMP PREEMPT Tue Nov 26 17:38:32 KST 2013 Build number JZO54K. SC05DOMMSI The SC-05D is an LTE version with Qualcomm Snapdragon S3 APQ80060 processor/chipset of 1.5GHz. I think it's
more like the Korean version than anything else. Update: I had already restarted my phone and had not checked USB debugging. After enabling this, running the root of the towel now immediately gives the message: This phone is not supported at the moment. Last edit: Jul 16, 2014 VERY
IMPORTANT FOR PEOPLE WITH KNOX 0x0: According to the post Alexndr be aware that if you upgrade to the modem XXUFN and you will have bootloop you could not flash XXUEND3 stock rom. Only the shares of fnf4 rom!!! This means you can't use the towel root again... Then it's
best to stick with old modems. Yesterday I upgraded to the XXUFN modem.... Thanks to @_alexndr for this info XXUFNF4 ota Halo update all just so everyone knows that I updated my previous rom to XXUFNF4 (Malaysia XME) via ota it was rooted before but the last update not supported
by the root of the towel hope GeoHot or someone could work around with this last update really expect to root my n3 without stumbling knox UPDATE : today I rooted NF4 with with knox 0x0 Last edit: Jul 26, Jul 2014 Reactions: [email protected], azrieqb and Gramzz I followed the
instructions above up a tee when I got to the part to download SU that installed and asked to update the binary, clicked normal, worked fine and asked for to Knox, I clicked well and he came back saying success, then immediately gave me an error saying that the installation failed. I
rebooted my phone and noticed the custom unlock symbol at the bottom, reinstalled the SU and ran again. this time it comes with the Binary SU update message again, I clicked continue and then normal again, then it instantly pops up with installation failed. tried 3 times and on day 4 I tried
the clear cache option that was mentioned before a few pages back, still get the installation error. My phone is ?***ed? what the hell is wrong I did everything right I'm sure of it. If the SU is not installed correctly, then that means I won't be able to go back into stock, correct? please
help!:crying: model number SM-N900V version andriod - 4.4.2 baseband version N900VVRUCNC4 kernel version 3.4.0 [email protected] #1 mon Apr 28 Last edition: Jul 15, 2014 Rooting phone with Knox Hello, I just checked my Note 3 (N9005) and it is already stumbled KNOX but is not
rooted. So, can I root now with the root of the towel? having the knox ever stumbled? Hello, I just checked my Note 3 (N9005) and it's already tripped KNOX, but it's not rooted. So, can I root now with the root of the towel? having the knox ever stumbled? For the first question, read the first
post if your firmware is on the list. For the second question, yes, Knox is now tripped over and now cannot be restarted. Inviato dal mio SM-N9005 using Tapatalk Page 7 All ROMs other than Samsung stock ROM (except stock-based) will change the knox flag. Also changing the recovery
will change knox to. You can use stock rom or stock based and stock recovery to not take down knox. Send by Note 3 via Tapatalk Last edition: Jul 19, 2014 Thank you all for your help first of all. :good: I have a note 3 T-mobile Branded from Slovakia. 4.4.2 stock N9005XXUENC2 Kernel:
3.4.-636608 Mar10 MDF v1.0 Release 2 Status: official Knox:0x0 Rooted with towel root and everything was perfet. There's no problem. The question I have is, I downloaded the Knox app (170MB), but I haven't installed it yet. I'd like to try a little. Will there be a problem with knox counter if
I do it now (after twisting I mean)? The knox counter and the knox app are two different things or will i install the app start checking the root or will it cause any other problems? Is it better not to install it or is the Knox app like any other application we install after the root? Thanks in advance
for your help. Thank you all for your help first of all. :good: I have a note 3 T-mobile Branded from Slovakia. 4.4.2 stock N9005XXUENC2 Kernel: 3.4.-636608 Mar10 MDF v1.0 Release 2 Status: official Knox:0x0 Rooted with towel root and everything stayed There's no problem. The
question I have is, I downloaded the Knox app (170MB), but I haven't installed it yet. I'd like to try a little. there will be a problem with knox counter if i do it (after twisting, I mean)? The knox counter and the knox app are two different things or will i install the app start checking the root or will
it cause any other problems? Is it better not to install it or is the Knox app like any other application we install after the root? Thanks in advance for your help. I mean that installing the KNOX app will not affect the KNOX counter. The KNOX counter will change to 0x1 after the boot switch as
CWM... I mean that installing the KNOX app will not affect the KNOX counter. The KNOX counter will change to 0x1 after the boot switch as CWM... So you mean that the knox application is no way to check if I'm root and won't affect Knox counter? My thoughts are whether the app will try
to block somohow SU, ROM Toolbox or any other similar apps for root devices. For now I'm not planning to install another ROM. I'm happy with the 4.4.2 shares. You should upgrade via Mobile ODIN Pro with the always root option. This OTA update was uprooting your device, so you
should wait for some towelroot update... also you have knox varranty VOID 0x1 so you don't have to worry about it - your knox is tiped. I propose to download the ROM application compatible with Towelroot, install them from the PC via ODIN ten root by Towelroot. And then install Mobile
ODIN Pro and download the newest ROM and Update device via Mobile ODIN Pro with always root option. Send by Note 3 via Tapatalk You must update via Mobile ODIN Pro with always root option. This OTA update was uprooting your device, so you should wait for some towelroot
update... also you have knox varranty VOID 0x1 so you don't have to worry about it - your knox is tiped. I propose to download the ROM application compatible with Towelroot, install them from the PC via ODIN ten root by Towelroot. And then install Mobile ODIN Pro and download the
newest ROM and Update device via Mobile ODIN Pro with always root option. Send by Note 3 via Tapatalk So you're saying we shouldn't update the latest ONA update? My Note 3 received the update, but I didn't update it. Sent from my SM-N9005 using Tapatalk does this tool work in the
last update? YES, if you still need root do not update with OTA your device. Use Mobile ODIN Pro with always root option. Agree that if the new Update will have a new kernel or bootloader or recovery from Samsung, Mobile ODIN Pro will mark knox on your device... So check before new
rom wiat changes are made. You can also expect The Towelroot Update to be compatible with the newest Update and then do OTA Update and then install this new updated towel root to root it by note 3 via tapatalk i stumbled knox and i'm waiting to confirm for this update because i need
root if you tip knox then you shouldn't load for gwaranty... There are many other ways to root Note 3, but they bring down knox. In your case you can use them Send by Note 3 via Tapatalk you update the latest firmware? Page 8 I have Polish official Polish O Xeo. My ROM is
N9005XXUEND3, i still don't have any updates on OTA for my region... Send by Note 3 via Tapatalk Cant use on NF4.... any other method? I'm already on NF1, can I downgrade, root and update without losing data and installed applications? My plan is: 1) Use Odin to flash the NE6 on the
existing NF1 (with apps) 2) Towelroot 3) Use Mobile Odin to flash to NF1. If this works, what should I choose in Mobile Odin mode, for example, to maintain root survival mode and/or SuperSU? ---------- Post added at 23:15 ---------- Previous Post was at 23:06 ---------- Halo everyone just to let
everyone know that I updated my previous rom to XXUFNF4 (MalaysiaXME) via ota that was rooted before but the last update not supported by the root of the towel hopes that GeoHot or someone else can work with this latest update really hope to root my n3 without stumbling knox
UPDATE : today I successfully rooted NF4 with knox 0x0 I have an NF1 stock and not supported by Towelroot. Rom from Singapore, how did you get yours? KNOX 2 anyone tested this with KNOX 2, this trip? does this already work on sm-n9005? Last edited: Jul 30, 2014 Hi. Geohot has
released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from the XDA
segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. Run the .apk, beat make it rain. 4. Install su
from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! :good: NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 1. After twisting, I can't do a full encryption of the device. (if you uproot it works properly) Workaround for nr editing. 1: Do a full unroot, reboot, make sure you have TowelRoot
installed, but don't root yet, encrypt the phone, do a reboot, start TowelRoot, root, and you're ready to go. To decrypt your phone, you will need to uproot, then restart and proceed with the decryption process. 2. In official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-1168347[email protected]
#1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results in System Status: Custom correction possible for nr issue. 2: Type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe 3 Cache. Looks like TowelRoot doesn't work on n9000. SOURCE
HERE I was wondering if support for the OnePlus One will be added in unable to twist my note 3 with towelroot Hi, I am not able to twist my note 3 sm-n900 on Android version 4.4.2. Baseband version N900DDUENG1. Kernel version 3.4.39-1955999. Please help me with this. It doesn't
work for me. I have the N9005... Towelroot Guys towelroot is not running any my ticket ticket is international version. Running 4.4.2 and every time I do rain says device not supported... It's smn900... please help I have to record the screen and have to root without the problem knox ... And
also that if I just twist and trip Knox wd Knox still be functional??? Custom status in s4 I uprooted fron towelroot. Knox is fine. The device status is customized. How can I fix this? (GT-i9505). Clearing the safe house didn't work. Uninstalled all root and desnto applications with super-su.
Thank you. I uprooted fron towel. Knox is fine. The device status is customized. How can I fix this? (GT-i9505). Clearing the safe house didn't work. Uninstalled all root and desnto applications with super-su. Thank you. I think you need to download the stock firmware and reflash to make
this custom go ... you can get this from Sam mobile and use Odin to flash.. Ps I don't think this msg fits this thread. Reactions: Stefan041997 sorry I think you need to download the stock firmware and reflash to make this custom go... you can get this from Sam mobile and use Odin to flash..
Ps I don't think this msg fits this thread. I'm not a total noob, but I'm afraid to do that. Sorry for the message, I'm new here. strange flashing a rom of actions ... WD never triggers Knox if you care. Use the triangle for counters and your wd phone to be new as always.. This is the last message
I post here. I see that when I'm rooted, your officer. After uprooting is customary. Should I leave it rooted? Knox 0-0. That's up to you. See if you want to restore all warranty and get u like phone to its original state, then you need reflashing stock rom... But if you just want to take this custom
out of your system you can leave it rooted if it helps... N9005xxuend3 hi to all I have a note 3 with AP:N9005XXUEND3 CP:N9005XXUENC2 CSC:N9005EUREND1 because I am very confused, can anyone tell me if I can root my phone with towel root without trip knox Reactions:
bogdan1980 notification bar So I was rooted via Towelroot before receiving an OTA update. After the update my phone was uprooted. I tried twisting again via Towelroot, but said my device is not supported. Help the guy. what source is and you downloaded from where?? and also why
does the color of your notification bas and the settings bar the same?? Page 9 This Method Worked Wonders!! My friend's S4 wasn't rooted and he was in NC1. I followed the instructions and voila! Root! GLORIOUS ROOT! Thank you :good: hi to all I have a note 3 with
AP:N9005XXUEND3 CP:N9005XXUENC2 CSC:N9005EUREND1 because I am very confused, can someone tell me if I can twist my phone with towel without triproot knox YES Note 3 rooted knox 1, my last Samsuck crap. I Freedom. Stay away from Samsuck! Towelroot guys is not
working on my note 3 is international version. Running 4.4.2 and every time I do rain says device not supported... It's smn900... please help I have to record the screen and have to root without the problem knox ... E E that if I just root and travel Knox wd Knox still be functional??? +1 on
that. It is already mentioned on the first page that does not work with the SM 900. So a root procedure will be made available through towel root for N900 sm without stumbling knox? Thank you. Last edit: Aug 25, 2014 Hi unsupported device, Here with: AP: N900UBUDND1 CP:
N900UBUDNC1 CSC: N900UUBDNC1 Device not supported... Is there any modstring that works with this version? towelroot does not work on the N900 N9005 Android 4.4.2 N9005XXUGNG1 My note3 updated 2 weeks ago and today I installed the towel root and does not work. (Device
not supported). Looks like knox v2 problem. The I9505 just came back from warranty repair (motherboard exchanged) when I try to root says that this phone is not supported at the moment. I have N9005 4.4.2 Kitkat and Baseband - DXUGNH1... Can I use this method to create without
stumbling into Knox having this version? All of you can use Towelroot if your rom is before June 3rd... Note 3 rooted knox 1, my last crap Samsuck. I want freedom. Stay away from Samsuck! Nevermind.got my baseband back [emoji3] Does anyone know if the root of the towel will be
updated to create the latest N3 firmwares? -------------------------------------------- My home phone is better than your iPhone. No. That's not going to do it. TR is based on a specific kernel bug that has been fixed. Shipped from my leanKernel 3.7 powered stock 4.4.2 (NF4) SM-N900T No. This
won't do. TR is based on a specific kernel bug that has been fixed. Shipped from my leanKernel 3.7 powered stock 4.4.2 (NF4) SM-N900T I am using N9005 with 4.4.2 and rooted... but I just received a new update and I get scared to update it because I want to keep my root access... But
it'll be lost if I get better now, won't it? TR.apk'm not sure if everyone knows this, but when I rooted with TR, I rebooted my phone and a large unlocked padlock appeared on the startup screen. I thought it meant unlocked, so I threw the net10 wireless SIM from my GS4 on my GS5
AT&amp;T phone and voila! I had service! So it looks like it also unlocks an AT&amp;T GS5 as well as rooting. I did nothing but install the SuperSU. [/COLOR] I used the root of the towel yesterday and it worked like a breeze. I'm going to stumble on Knox if I install CWM, you know? Thank
you. Sent from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 Sim mobile app. I'm sure Knox will be tripped over. For bad. I hoped now I could mess with custom roms without stumbling knox. Shipped from my SM-N9005 using the XDA Premium 4 mobile app just update quickly on this. He
made the leap, and yet what the hell. Just flashed the latest CWM-advanced with odin 3.09 and KNOX is stil 0x0. When knox is going to jump now. When do I show a custom rom? (I'm on kk xxuenc2 official) knox Just quick update on this. He made the leap, and yet what the hell. Just
flashed the latest CWM-advanced with odin 3.09 and KNOX is stil 0x0. When knox is going to jump now. When do I show a custom rom? (I'm on the official officer xxuenc2) Knox will only be stumbled if you try to access recovery, install recovery itself not trip it Page 10 Towelroot links not
working Hi all, I'm having trouble downloading the towel root apk - all the links I tried, including towelroot.com say the file has been deleted or moved. Can anyone help? Thanks, Mike, the link is working. Stop your firewall, Antivirus before downloading it. Note 3 rooted knox 1, my last crap
Samsuck. I want freedom. Stay away from Samsuck! Classified - used a different browser on my pc (Firefox) and downloaded well! Looks like Chrome was preventing the download... Mike Sent from my PIPO Max M1 using Tapatalk4 Towelroot on I337M (ZKB) Just to release information to
the community about the towel root and unlock applied to the official I337MVLUFNE1, Kernel 3.4.0-1529758 (Virgin Mobile, Canada). Towelroot worked on the second attempt, Checkroot confirmed this. Procedure (after disabling knox) Secret Code Explorer/ Scroll down to:27663368378/
Launch 0/ 1: UMTS/ 6:COMMON/ 6:NV REBUILD worked as described, but in the UMTS chain &gt; Depurg Screen &gt; Phone Control &gt; Network Lock &gt; PERSO SHA256 still has a value of [1]. I don't know what that means, but Virgin's website reported the phone as unknown. I don't
know if the S4 is unlocked (it doesn't have a SIM from another provider), but it sure lost the LTE connection and is now running on the HSPA. There is an update to n9005 UK today, wondering if this will affect root/KNOX I can't get it OTA as I'm rooted, how can I get it? And can I show you
through custom recovery or does it have to be Odin? -------------------------------------------- My home phone is better than your iPhone. Try decrypting the device and then install the same ROM with you already have and then try Towelroot methodtod. I think your problem is on the encription
side... Send by Note 3 Reactions: drreality I think your kernel may not be supported by Towelroot. Please try the flash device with ROM which is supported by Towelroot and try root with Towelroot. Read on towelroot réquiments website for ROM that can be rooted. Send by Note 3 I have an
SM-N900V on 4.4.2, Kernal date of April 28. I should be able to use TR, right? I read several topics with people with problems installing the SU later, any updates regarding. I'm trying to take root to be able to reinstall TIBU, AdBlock Plus, Tethering and some other applications. I'm not really
worried about rom, Just want root access to functionality. It doesn't matter, I pulled the trigger. Everything went well. Last edit: September 27, 2014 Page 11 I reverted the encryption, did as instructed in op. Am I missing something? I reversed the encryption, as instructed in the operation. Hi
drrealidade, I'm afraid you haven't read very well in Towelroot or OP for your XXUGNG1 kernel with bootloader is not supported because the exploit Towelroot uses is fixed in updates after June 3, 2014 and the bootloader of the XXUGNG1 XXUGNG1 kernel is later, as is the kernel itself.
Straight on towelroot website: must support all phones &lt; Jun 3 2014 You can check your kernel version and bootloader with apps like Phone Info *Samsung*, to be found on Google Play. Once you're on a locked bootloader, your only chance in fact is the link to the _alexndr thread about
trying to bypass the bootloader/kernel, as sweeney_uk suggested in response to you in the #198 post in this thread. Memories, Last edition: September 29, 2014 Reactions: drrealidade Can anyone tell me please if I could have a CWM working for 4.4.2? I've stepped with odin but I can't
boot on CWM I get a message like this RECOVERY IS NOT SEANDROID IMPOSE. It's the first time I've tried flashing CWM. Last edit: October 8, 2014 not working for titanium octane karbonn, what should I do now? not working for the octane titanium karbonn, what should I do now? Hi.
Geohot has released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from
the XDA segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. Run the .apk, beat make it rain. 4.
Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! :good: NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 1. After twisting, I can't do a full encryption of the device. (if you uproot it works properly) Workaround for nr editing. 1: Do a full unroot, reboot, make sure you have
TowelRoot installed, but don't root yet, encrypt the phone, do a reboot, start TowelRoot, root, and you're ready to go. To decrypt your phone, you will need to uproot, then restart and proceed with the decryption process. 2. In official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-
1168347[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results in System Status: Custom correction possible for nr issue. 2: Type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe 3 Cache. Looks like TowelRoot doesn't
work on n9000. SOURCE HERE Hello, I'm having a Note 3 from France, below are the details : * Rom of official actions : N9005XXUENB1 * Kernel : 3.4.0-636608 [email protected]#1 Wed Feb 12 17:18:43 KST 2014 * Android Version : 4.4.2 * * Number Build : KOT49H. N9005XXUENB4 Q
1 . Can I use the towel root to model (with information above) ? Q 2. How to check if knox is tripped or not? Q 3. If knox isn't tripped does that mean I still have collateral? Q 4. Any idea where I can check on the warranty duration is either 1 or 2 years. Thanks in advance for your answers.
Last edit: October 12, 2014 wants to recover deleted halo photo all all to let everyone know that I upgraded my previous rom to XXUFNF4 (Malaysia XME) via ota that was rooted before, but the last update not supported by the root of the towel hope GeoHot or could someone work around
this last update really expect to root my n3 without stumbling knox UPDATE : today I successfully rooted NF4 with knox 0x0 how u do that? really need to root my NF4 with knox 0x0 to recover my deleted photo in internal memory. Thank a million inadvances----a penangnite lost with note3
Please.. This may cause towelroot 4 note &amp; Samsung S3 Hey all, I just installed the towel root on my Samsung S3 but it doesn't seem to work. Phone specifications: GT-I9300, kernel 3.0.31-2429075, Android 4.3 Any ideas? He keeps saying that my phone is not supported at the
moment. I tried the following codes as well; Most phones: 1337 0 1 0 4 0 New Samsung: 1337 0 1 7380 4 0 Root temp: 1337 0 1 0 4 1 But nothing seems to change. Isn't Android 4.3 supported by towel or am I doing something wrong? failed my friend. board can help you get it? D2005
Xperia E1 Dude please listen to me recently I upgraded my D2005 Xperia E1 to android 4.4.2 first i ws totally root with your towel root app but nw after upgrading I discovered tht I'm not rooted ! So I downloaded your towelroot app from the authorized website and installed it after installing it,
I clicked on the 'make it ra1r' option after clicking I received a message saying.... THIS PHONE IS NOT CURRENTLY SUPPORTED ! and ya i ws connected to the internet ! please help me in this matter, I want my Xperia E1 rooted once again... I really appretiate your app to root various
android devices ! but i'm having ths problem first time ! Please help me.... my Gmail address :- [email protected] my whatsapp on :- +919004573019 (India) Hi. I have the 5 steps to the root, but I would like to have CWM Recovery. What is the easiest way to get CWM without KNOX 0x1?
Could you download Rom Manager and install CWM Recovery from there? Or is it just to update patched kernels with native CMW? Thanks for your help Hi im wanting to yes unlock my british voxafone galaxy note 3 n9005 for different uze yes. I can twist my phone with this towel root and
then use the far away region and it does unlock my handset. And then I can uproot and the handset will still be yes unlocked thanks in advance you can change the CSC code but that will not help you will face u more problem thanks good Hi. Geohot has released a rooting method for most
android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It does not touch KNOX or then your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from the XDA segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005-
Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off and application security. 3. Run the .apk, beat make it rain. 4. Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b.
Success! :good: NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 1. After twisting, I can't do a full encryption of the device. (if you uproot it works properly) Workaround for nr editing. 1: Do a full unroot, reboot, make sure you have TowelRoot installed, but don't root yet, encrypt the phone, do a reboot, start
TowelRoot, root, and you're ready to go. To decrypt your phone, you will need to uproot, then restart and proceed with the decryption process. 2. In official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-1168347[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results
in System Status: Custom correction possible for nr issue. 2: Type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe 3 Cache. Looks like TowelRoot doesn't work on n9000. SOURCE HERE Thank you Page 12 did not work for SM-G130E Hi.
Geohot has released a rooting method for most android phones, and uses an apk to get root (dead simple too, hit a button, no need for other tools and workarounds). It doesn't touch KNOX or BOOT-LOADER, so your warranty should be fine. You can get it on the official website, or from
the XDA segment. I searched my unlocked phone n9005- Europe. I'm in the official kernel 4.4.2 N9005OXXENB1 3.4.0-636608 (12.02.2014) Steps given by me (21.06.2014): 1. Download the tr.apk 2. Turn off the relock and security of the application. 3. Run the .apk, beat make it rain. 4.
Install su from Playstore, update it, restart the phone. 5. Check out Root 5.b. Success! :good: NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 1. After twisting, I can't do a full encryption of the device. (if you uproot it works properly) Workaround for nr editing. 1: Do a full unroot, reboot, make sure you have
TowelRoot installed, but don't root yet, encrypt the phone, do a reboot, start TowelRoot, root, and you're ready to go. To decrypt your phone, you will need to uproot, then restart and proceed with the decryption process. 2. In official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-
1168347[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results in System Status: Custom correction possible for nr issue. 2: Type BOOT-LOADER (from the off, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Wipe 3 Cache. Looks like TowelRoot doesn't
work on n9000. SOURCE IS HERE Did not work for my Samsung Galaxy Star 2 SM-G130E Does not work for my Note 3 SM-N900 4.4.2 N900UBUENG1 Kernel Version 3.4.39-2452501 Please solution has been found. help me twist my mobile cosmos from cherry one that I tried all the
root for android kitkat that I tested as (towel root, root, kingroot etc.) didn't work in my mobile cosmos of cherry one.. pls help me root my android phone...? Last edit: Nov 26, 2014 Hi, I tried towel and towel on my CAT B15q B15q Yes. They both didn't work. Has anyone successfully rooted



this device? Memories i try to press the symbol of the official page and nothing happens. It keeps opening new tabs continuously. Can anyone post a mirror to the apk? does not work on the N9005DXUGNK1 App says that the phone is not supported? Note 3 N9005 Build number
KOT**UGNK1 Kernel Version 3.4.0.***5177 Problem with application or phone? NOTES &amp; PROBLEMS: 2. In the official ROM 4.4.2 n9005xxuend3 with kernel 3.4.0-1168347[email protected] #1 MON APR 14 17:32:48 KST 2014, using TowelRoot, results in System Status: Custom fix
possible for nr problem. 2: Enter BOOT-LOADER (from shutdown, turn on while pressing the volume + home) and make a Cache Wipe successfully rooted in my Galaxy Note 3 (international version), but none of the tips is helping with System Status: Custom. Any tips on what to do? Device
Information: Samsung Galaxy Note 3 (SM-N9005) Knox Warranty Void: 0x0 (really need to keep it that way. New device) Baseband: N9005XXUENC2 Baseversion (kernel?): 3.4.0-1168347 Compiler: KOT49H. N9005XXUEND5 I really feel I should know more, but I'm out of the Android
scene since the WP7 was ported to the HTC HD2, so it's been a while xD Successfully rooted my Galaxy Note 3 (international version), but none of the tips is helping with System Status: Custom. Any tips on what to do? Device Information: Samsung Galaxy Note 3 (SM-N9005) Knox
Warranty Void: 0x0 (really need to keep it that way. New device) Baseband: N9005XXUENC2 Baseversion (kernel?): 3.4.0-1168347 Compiler: KOT49H. N9005XXUEND5 I really feel like I should know more, but I've been out of the Android scene since WP7 was ported to htc HD2 so it's
been a while xD use wanam xposed and set custom status to pretend just by conforming I successfully rooting the device Information from my device :- Baseband version : N9005XXUENC2 Kernel version : 3.4.0-1168347 MON APR 14 KST 2014 Build number : KOT49H. N9005XXUEND3
AP : N9005XXUEND3 CP : N9005XXUENC2 CSC : N9005OJVEND2 I have not rebooted phone yet my offical device status . but still need to update the SU binary, so can I use root without updating the SU binary? Thank you , and Sorry for my bad English Just conforming the success of I
rooting the device My Device info :- Baseband version : N9005XXUENC2 Kernel version : 3.4.0-1168347 MON APR 14 KST 2014 Build number : KOT49H. N9005XXUEND3 AP : N9005XXUEND3 CP : N9005XXUENC2 CSC : N9005OJVEND2 I have not rebooted phone yet my offical
device status . but still need to update the SU binary, so can I use root without updating the SU binary? Thanks, and sorry for my bad English Yes you can still use root without updating But it's much better if you update it it only takes a few seconds. If you want to check if root is welcome yoi
can use root checker from Google Play Store What is the latest version of firmware, which can be rooted with towel root? I'm going back to Kitkat because of the problems in Lolipop. Yes, you can still use root without updating binary. But it's much better if you update it it only takes a few
seconds. If you want to check if root is well-pleasurable yoi can use root checker from Google Play Store I dun know what exactly I need to do it I read some threads n only thing I do not understand is that file I need to download to root my device ... If anyone can send me the appropriate
link to the galaxy note 3 sm n900 5.0 tht wud be great.... Thanx in advance... I hv attached the screenshot with the device details It's the TowelRoot root method working on the N900 Lollipop N900XXUEBOC4 ??? and if it is working my phone will receive OTA updates ?? ??
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